Privacy statement VDK Products
Introductory provisions
On this page, you will find the privacy statement of VDK-AGRI B.V. (hereafter: VDK Products), the Controller.
You are advised to read this privacy statement carefully. VDK Products is statutory established at De Sonman
21, 5066 CJ in Moergestel, and is registered in the trade register of the Chamber of Commerce under number
18035623. VDK Products can be reached by email at info@vdkproducts.com and by telephone at 0135133617.
VDK Products greatly values your privacy. VDK Products acknowledges its responsibility to protect your
personal data in the right way and will use its best endeavours to provide this protection.
This privacy statement explains how VDK Products processes personal data. We will specify which (categories
of) personal data are collected and for which purpose the personal data are used. VDK Products will also
inform you of the legal basis of our data processing.
The personal data processing operations by VDK Products fall within the scope of legal exemption. For this
reason, the processing is not reported to the Personal Data Protection Authority.
VDK Products maintains the right to amend this privacy statement. The current privacy statement was last
updated on June 26, 2019.
Categories, purpose, legal basis, and term of processing of personal data
The processing of your data is based on the following legal grounds: the processing is required for the
performance of the agreement and the processing is necessary due to legal obligations VDK Products is subject
to. The personal data is used for the execution of the agreement, including the preparation, shipping, and
handling of orders/deliveries. The registration form/order form indicates which data are obligatory. They
include your company name, contact person, address, telephone number, VAT-number, and order information
(such as articles, quantity, any deviating delivery address, payment preference etc.). Your email address will
also be requested on the form or when creating an account. The email address is required to send you an
order confirmation, but is also used to inform you of products and services of interest to you, if you subscribe.
VDK Products also collects your IP address.
VDK Products can send you newsletters if you decide to subscribe to this news service. You can cancel the
newsletter by sending an email to info@vdkproducts.com.
The personal data is not kept longer than strictly necessary. VDK Products maintains a maximum term of 10
years.
Personal data which is physically collected
VDK Products may collect personal data which are obtained from you physically. By providing these data, you
also agree with this privacy statement. Collection of these personal data proceeds on the same legal grounds
as mentioned in the paragraph above.
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Cookies?
The VDK website uses cookies.
What are cookies? A cookie is a piece of data which is placed on your computer by a website. Every time you
visit the VDK Products website, it collects basic technical information such as the website you visited that was
linked with our website. This privacy statement is applicable to cookies and similar technology. This website
may use cookies to provide visitors with tailored information, to collect information, and to follow the visitor
during the visit to the website. This helps VDK Products to provide a satisfactory user experience.
Links to other websites
This privacy statement is only applicable to this website. This website may contain links to other websites
which are not maintained and/or are not property of VDK Products. If you enter another website by clicking
this link, the privacy statement of that website applies. VDK Products cannot be held liable or responsible in
any way for this website or for the privacy statement on this website. VDK Products advises you to carefully
read their privacy statement, before continuing your visit on their website.
Transfer to processors and third parties
Personal data is processed by companies on behalf of VDK Products for the execution of the agreement. The
law refers to these companies as ‘processors’. This may be the company which provides the hosting of the
website of VDK Products. The processors operate under the responsibility of VDK Products.
Your personal data will also be transferred to third parties if VDK Products is obligated on legal grounds to
transfer your personal data to authorised institutions.
VDK Products also obtains your personal data through third parties, through sources including mailing lists or
newsletters.
Protection
VDK Products has taken appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect your personal data
against loss or unlawful processing. The website has an SSL-certificate, to ensure that data are transferred
through secure connections.
Your personal data is stored on a server in the Netherlands.

Your privacy rights
You are entitled to access, rectification, removal, or limitation of the processing of your personal data, in
accordance with the provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation. If you create an account on our
website, you can view and change the data you supplied. If you do not create an account, you can send an
email and request access to your personal data at all times.
If you have any questions about this privacy statement, you can send an email to info@vdkproducts.com.
If you want to file a complaint about VDK Products with regard to processing your personal data, you can do so
with a supervising authority (such as the Dutch Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens).
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